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Season 2, Episode 11
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Gabe's 12-1/2 Birthday



Amy and Bob make up for not throwing Gabe his much delayed 12th birthday party by giving him a 12 ½ birthday party, after Gabe promised to be good for a whole week. Unfortunately, Gabe's party falls on the same day as a huge blizzard. Meanwhile, Ivy and Teddy cannot get along with Ivy not liking Teddy's new boyfriend Derek, which causes a rift in their friendship. They go to each other's houses to settle their differences, the same day as the snow storm. Teddy is driven crazy by Ivy's parents Mary Lou and Harry (Ellia English and William Allen Young) while Ivy is having a great time celebrating Gabe's 12-½ birthday. Meanwhile, PJ helps Bob lose a few pounds.
Quest roles:
Raven Goodwin(Ivy Wentz), Ellia English(Mary Lou Wentz), Reid Ewing(Derek)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
8 May 2011, 20:30
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